When he is serious, he is sincere.
As the above epigraphs show, Byron represented not just one thing to Virginia Woolf. She read him critically and carefully, ready to detect either greatness or cant. But the very contradiction we find in her judgment of Byron-he was alternately sincere and insincere-speaks to something central to Woolf's aesthetic. She had a long-standing interest in the attraction of opposites, in friendships and within one's own personality. Her interest in androgyny itself represents an attempt to reconcile the apparently incompatible. Here is how she describes one such unlikely pairing:
As they gazed at each other each felt: Here am I-and then each felt: But how different! Hers was the pale worn face of an invalid, cut off from air, light, freedom. His was the warm ruddy face of a young animal; instinct with health and energy. Broken asunder, yet made in the same mould, could it be that each completed what was dormant in the other? She might have been-all that; and he-But no. (F, 23) The vast differences between Elizabeth Barrett (later Browning) and her dog Flush only increase their intimacy and mutual admiration. Eventually, in Woolf's retelling of the story-based heavily on Browning's correspondence-Browning teaches Flush patience and, by living with her, he becomes less of a snob. More important, however, is the lesson in courage: for through her love for Flush, the poet leaves her house when Flush is kidnapped, an adventure that prepares her for the greater one of her elopement. Though these lessons take time, the sympathy between the two is immediate and intense: they look at each other and feel "here am I!" At the same time, their unlikely attachment is amusing, even to Browning herself: "Flush always makes the most of his misfortunes-he is of the Byronic school-il se pose en victime" (qtd. in F, 65).
Virginia Woolf could no more become Lord Byron than Elizabeth Barrett Browning could become a spaniel. Still, canine allusions notwithstanding, Woolf's engagement with Byron, much like Browning's earlier passion for both Byron and her dog Flush, was deep, lasting, and profound. The hesitations, elisions, questions, and unfinished thoughts that conclude the passage from Flush dramatize the complexities of such a relationship: the intimacy of two so different creatures occurs somewhere on the far side of language. Woolf's admiration for Byron's vivacity, wit, and sense of adventure is not wholly unlike what Browning loves in her dog. And certainly the "pale worn . . . invalid, cut off from air" and the "ruddy . . . young animal" could be caricatures of Woolf and Byron. Looked at from this slightly different angle, it becomes surprising that it has taken so long to recognize the likeness between these two satiric sentimentalists who combined aristocratic temperaments with liberal politics.
Of the major romantic figures that Woolf admired, alluded to, and discussed, her most puzzling and most revealing fascination is with George Gordon, Lord Byron (1788-1824). In Byron, she had a precursor who was both sincere and insincere, one who spoke for himself and punctured the hypocrisy of others from behind multiple, elaborate personae. Thus, in looking at Woolf's debt to Romanticism, we can see the tensions in her democratic aspirations more clearly in her ambivalent response to the imperious, aristocratic Lord Byron than in her fondness for Coleridge and Shelley. We learn as much about her attitude to fame, its trappings and consequences, from her interest in Byron as from her far-less complicated sympathy for Keats. And we learn more surprising lessons about her feminism from her admiration for Byron than from her admiration for Mary Wollstonecraft. Though Wollstonecraft argued a powerful case, the ease of Byron's writing shows the prize for which Woolf fought: the freedom to imagine without restraint.
Woolf did not read Byron until she was in her twenties, but from then on, she turned to him with pleasure, always distinguishing between the Byron she admired and the one she found silly and "insincere and theatrical." Woolf occasionally enjoyed gossip about Byron; she also
